extent to which instruction impacts student ability to draw conclusions as well as reasoning about measurement uncertainty. We use the framework of point and set paradigms to characterize student reasoning. The set paradigm emphasizes a measurement distribution rather than a single measurement; it is considered more expert-like.

PS.A-SA-9.08: Pedagogical Implications of Synthesis Problem Solving
Contributed – Bashirah Ibrahim, Bahrain Teachers College, University of Bahrain

Lin Ding, Department of Teaching and Learning, The Ohio State University

Saturday

In study of synthesis problem solving, we distinguished two types of synthesis tasks: sequential and simultaneous. To capture their distinctive characteristics and differing impacts on problem solvers’ sensemaking behaviors, we investigated students’ gaze transitions between problem text and diagram as well as between different
components within a diagram. Our work is underpinned by the cognitive theory of multi-media learning; that is, greater gaze transitions indicate greater mental effort in
information integration. We found that when multiple events were integrated sequentially, students made great cognitive effort to connect information within a diagram.
When events occurred simultaneously, students’ mental efforts focused mainly on linking text and diagram. Regardless, in both cases students sought to connect information for comprehending the problem situation, which is a core of effective problem solving and deep learning. We maintain that synthesis tasks can support student
development of expert-like habits of mind.

PS.A-SA-9.09: Instructional Implications of Findings on Students’ Mathematics Difficulties*
Contributed – David Meltzer, Arizona State University
Dakota H King, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health

We have administered diagnostic tests covering pre-college mathematics to over 6700 introductory physics students at four state universities, with largely consistent
results. Key findings include: (1) Use of symbols to replace numbers in otherwise identical algebraic equations significantly lowered correct-response rates, implying
that instructors may want to be more cautious when employing symbolic manipulations; (2) Few physics students solved algebraic equations by “isolating the unknown
variable,” implying that instructors’ standard and habitual approach to algebraic manipulation may appear confusing, and should be modified or better scaffolded; (3)
Class-average scores on even a single diagnostic test item were highly predictive of average scores on other items covering varied topics, suggesting it may be possible
to diagnose the level of students’ difficulties with very few pretest items; (4) During interviews, students tended to self-correct approximately 60% of their initial errors,
suggesting that instruction on self-checking strategies may offer disproportionately high returns.
*Supported in part by NSF DUE #1504986 and #1914712

PS.A-SA-9.10: Symbolic Manipulation Fluency Predicts Introductory Physics Students’ Mathematical Preparedness*
Contributed – Dakota King, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health
David E Meltzer, Arizona State University

Whether it is rearranging a kinematics equation or applying Newton’s second law, introductory physics students are often asked to solve problems that require the
manipulation of symbols. After analyzing nearly 7,000 mathematics diagnostics administered at four large state universities, we find that many introductory physics
students struggle with basic algebra to a degree that could impact their course performance. Correct-response rates on algebra problems drop significantly when numeric
coefficients are replaced with symbols. Even the replacement of one type of symbol (Latin letters) with a less-familiar type (Greek letters) seems to have a significant
negative effect on performance. We also find that performance on symbolic-type algebra problems is highly correlated with performance on trigonometry, geometry, and
graphing problems. We will report our analysis of these results while providing an overview of our recent findings.
*Supported in part by NSF DUE #1504986 and #1914712

Session: PS.A-SA-11 Elements of an Integrated Curriculum

Saturday, July 31, 12:30–1:45 p.m Sponsors: Committee on
Educational Technologies, Committee on Physics in Undergraduate Education
Presiders: Kelly Roos, Crystal Bailey

PS.A-SA-11.01: Fostering Synergy Among Mindset and Skillset
Invited – Bahram Roughani, Loyola University Maryland

Physics education is facing challenges in terms of ensuring student engagement with physics. This can be due to the techno-centric approach in physics education
when little or no attention is devoted to exploring the relationship between physics concepts and human needs. To change this may require that in addition to examining
questions of “what” and “how” required for developing skills in abstract problem-solving, we may also need to leverage a techno-centric approach to teaching physics
curriculum to enhance student engagement with physics by helping them to understand the “why” that inspires STEM undergraduates to learn physics. The essence of
the socio-technical approach to physics education is based on contextualizing physics in real-world applications that reveals impact of physics on human and humanity.
We will discuss the results the connection between Physics Innovation and Entrepreneurship computational and laboratory skillset that can offer an enhanced model for
teaching physics.

PS.A-SA-11.02: Integrating Computation, Experimentation, Projects, and Human-centered Applications in Lab Courses
Invited – Benjamin Zwickl, Rochester Institute of Technology

Lab courses can meet the ideals of a "Physics for Tomorrow" curriculum by integrating theory, computation, and experimentation in ways that emphasize social impact
and career-relevant applications. COVID-19 served as the catalyst for a significant overhaul of the 2nd-year electronics lab at Rochester Institute of Technology, which
is taken by about 45 physics majors. The course now uses low-cost lab kits (120 USD), which increase the hands-on lab experience for every student, whether they are
in-person or remote. Circuit simulations in LTspice (free) provide experience with commercial circuit simulators, while Jupyter notebooks are used as electronic lab
notebooks and to incorporate scientific Python. An optical heart rate monitor is the focus of a culminating 2-week lab showing human-centered interdisciplinary applications of physics and electronics. Finally, multi-week final projects are proposed and executed by students to reinforce that physics is a creative and applied discipline.

PS.A-SA-11.03: Updating the Curriculum with Social Context and Practical Application
Invited – Walter Freeman

Introductory physics classes often present physics in an overly-abstracted context that is far removed from how it is actually practiced, and the impact that it has on
society. In this talk, I will advocate for teaching physics in its broader context as a driver of social change and economic agency. Additionally, I will argue that classroom
physics should more closely resemble the real-world practice of physics, with an emphasis on computational methods and the analysis of empirical data instead of just
analytical derivations. These approaches both increase recruitment and retention, by presenting physics as an inspiring vehicle for change and a practically-useful set of
skills, and better prepare students for the careers that they are likely to have when they graduate.
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